Stamina Express has over 40% active ingredient compared to 17% for the market
leading soil penetrant, to help your turf hang on for longer in times of extreme water
stress.

2. The dual action capability ensures the active will remain in the profile with
Stamina to ensure optimal water distribution when the sprinklers go off and rainfall
must be utilised.
Beneficial for water with a low nutrient charge and to place tank mix compatible
chemicals in the profile where required.
Perfect for injection use or boom spray application
Water Droplet Penetration time

Technical Information
Perfectly suited for Australian conditions,
water is taken into the soil profile with
unprecedented speed. The least amount
of water is lost through evaporation or
runoff, so more is delivered to the soil
profile.

Application information
Situation

Injection (Fairways
and Sportsfields)
Boom Spray

Pesticide and
Fertiliser Placement

Rate/ 100
Sq.M

Seconds

SOLUTIONS IN SOIL SURFACTANTS

1. A unique delivery system is now available in Australia - It will penetrate any
applied water into the soil profile so every drop is utilised and gets to the soil profile
where it needs to.

Pack Sizes: Stamina Express - 20L & 200L
Rate / Ha

20 – 50ml

2 – 5L

50ml

5L

20 – 50ml

2 - 5L

Comments
To ensure optimal water usage, apply Stamina Express
monthly or as necessary. The greater the frequency of
application the greater the water use efficiency.
Apply in no less than 400L/ha of water. Irrigation is not
critical but is recommended to ensure product
effectiveness. Repeat treatments at the desired application
frequency.
To ensure optimal placement of soil targeted pesticides an
fertilisers tank mix Stamina Express. Irrigation is not
critical but is recommended to ensure product
effectiveness.

Please talk to your Nuturf Territory Manager or ring Nuturf 1800 631008 regarding
tank mix compatible products.
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